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Nonparametric linkage strategies often involve estimation of identity by descent (IBD) with the use of affected
sibling pairs. Methods for IBD estimation are well established and have been successful for mapping complex traits.
However, the majority of linkage approaches involving IBD have focused on statistical testing, rather than on the
effect estimates themselves. Through a bootstrap procedure developed for linkage-scan data sets, we provide stan-
dard errors for the estimated mean IBD that are broadly applicable. Applications that beneﬁt from the availability
of standard errors include effect-size estimates and conﬁdence intervals; meta-analyses, including tests for hetero-
geneity; and discordant-sibling-pair evaluation. We demonstrate the use of estimated mean IBD and its standard
errors in the National Institute of Mental Health Human Genetics Initiative linkage samples for bipolar disorder
and Alzheimer disease. Mean IBD and its standard errors are valuable tools for the further assessment and evaluation
of linkage-scan samples involving complex disease.
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A popular strategy for NPL analysis involves the esti-
mation of allele sharing among affected relative pairs.
Variations of affected-relative-pair strategies are imple-
mented in some of the more popular linkage analysis
software packages, including GENEHUNTER,1 GENE-
HUNTER-PLUS,2 ALLEGRO,3 MERLIN,4 and SAGE.
Irrespective of the explicit analytic approach, the ma-
jority of these strategies estimate the probability of shar-
ing zero, one, or two alleles identical by descent (IBD).
A seminal paper in the 1970s by Haseman and Elston5
introduced the Haseman-Elston method, which brought
the use of IBD estimation to the forefront of NPL anal-
ysis for quantitative traits. For methods designed ex-
plicitly for binary traits, IBD estimation in affected-
sibling-pair (ASP) samples has typically been at the core
of such approaches. Existing approaches to IBD-based
methods include comparing the observed sharing of
zero, one, and two alleles IBD (p0, p1, and p2) with the
expectation under the null hypothesis of no linkage
(0.25, 0.50, and 0.25), in which the primary intent is to
construct a test statistic that provides evidence either for
or against linkage. Under fully informative conditions
(i.e., IBD is knownwith certainty for each ASP), a variety
of test statistics have been proposed that manipulate the
degree of excess allele sharing observed among ASPs.6
Alternatively, under more-realistic scenarios where IBD
cannot be observed exactly, likelihood-based methods
were developed to compare the likelihood of sharing
zero, one, or two alleles IBD with the likelihood of that
under the null hypothesis of no linkage.7
The majority of NPL methodologies using IBD of
ASPs have focused on constructing test statistics rather
than on the IBD estimates themselves. We focus here on
obtaining valid SEs and CIs for estimated mean IBD
(IBDm), which can be used for assessing heterogeneity,
combining across studies, and evaluating sharing pat-
terns for different sibling-pair conﬁgurations. To pro-
vide easily computed SEs that are applicable in any sam-
ple design, we use a bootstrap procedure. The use of the
bootstrap to obtain SEs is a standard, albeit possibly
computationally intensive, statistical approach.8 Our
implementation avoids repeating the Lander-Green al-
gorithm on each bootstrap sample, resulting in a simple
and computationally feasible method.
Methods
The probability of sharing i alleles IBD (pi) is estimated via
maximum likelihood (ML), with the use of the approach de-
scribed by Risch7 combined with the Lander-Green algorithm
for using all family members and all marker data to extract
full information about IBD. Our proposed use of IBDm for
linkage studies requires a valid estimate of the variance of
IBDm, without the assumption that the null hypothesis is true.
We deﬁne IBDm (p) in the following way:
1
pp p  p ,1 22
where p1 is the probability of sharing one allele IBD and p2 is
the probability of sharing two alleles IBD. Most of the linkage
analysis software packages use the expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm to provide likelihood estimates of IBDm that
are constrained to ﬁt the triangle constraints,9 such that IBDm
must be 0.5. For the present analysis, we chose to calculate
the unconstrained estimates, since the constraints are not al-
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ways appropriate. For example, it has been shown that con-
straining IBD estimates in the presence of heterogeneity may
reduce the power to detect linkage.10 In addition, combining
estimates over studies is more meaningful with the unconstrai-
ned estimates, since values of IBDm are allowed to converge
at their maxima, irrespective of whether they ﬁt intoHolmans’s
triangle.
To calculate the unconstrained estimates of IBD, we use a
custom-written program (written in SAS, available from the
corresponding author upon request) that inputs the pairwise
IBD estimates generated from either GENEHUNTER (“dump
ibd”) or MERLIN (“–ibd”). Conceptually, these estimates can
be thought of as the probability of sharing zero, one, or two
alleles IBD per sibling pair under the null hypothesis of no
linkage and as conditional on all of the observed marker in-
formation in the family. We then use the EM algorithm to
maximize the estimates of IBD over all pairs (p0, p1, and p2),
7
and we calculate without the use of constraints. The pairwisepˆ
IBD estimates are used to calculate starting values for the EM
algorithm and to compute the expectations in the expectation
step. They also play a key role in the bootstrap calculations,
as discussed below, because they are, effectively, a summary
of all the relevant IBD information in each family. For more
details on the use of the pairwise IBD estimates, see appendix
A (online only).
A simple approach to estimate the variance of is to assumepˆ
(1) that IBD can be observed directly for each pair of siblings
and (2) that sibling pairs are independent. Then, the sample
forms a trinomial distribution,11 and the variance of is easilypˆ
calculated as
1 1 12
ˆˆ ˆ ˆj p p  p p ,MLCD 2 ( )[ ]n 2 2
where n is the number of sibling pairs. Under the assumption
of complete IBD information and independent pairs, this is
also the appropriate ML variance. Hence, we refer to this as
the “complete data ML” (ML-CD) formula, since it reﬂects
the appropriate ML large sample SEs if IBD is observed cor-
rectly and if pairs are independent.
When IBD is not observed directly, we can use the incom-
plete data ML (ML-ID) approach outlined in Risch,7 coupled
with the asymptotic variance estimation discussed in Meilij-
son,12 to derive a closed-form expression for the variance of
the ML estimate based on the empirical information matrix,
again with the assumption of independent pairs. Details of the
ML-ID variance ( ) are available in appendix A (online2jˆMLID
only).
Alternatively, estimation of the variance of can be con-pˆ
ducted through a bootstrap procedure, following Efron and
Gong.8 The proposed bootstrap procedure for calculating the
variance of uses the same pair-speciﬁc unconstrained IBDpˆ
estimates as are used above, as well as the unconstrained .pˆ
In the context of linkage samples, we propose the following
bootstrap strategy:
1. Sample, with replacement, n families from all families, to
obtain a bootstrap sample. In this step, we actually sample
the pairwise IBD estimates, not the raw data for each family.
Thus, the Lander-Green algorithm is not repeated for each
bootstrap sample. If all founders have genotype data, or if
estimates of allele frequencies that do not depend on the
sample are used for the Lander-Green algorithm, then the
pairwise IBD estimates for a family depend only on the data
from that family and provide all the information needed
from the family to calculate the ML estimates. When foun-
der genotype data are missing and the sample is used to
estimate allele frequencies, there may be a slight dependence
of the pairwise IBD values on the composition of the sample,
which introduces additional variability that can be con-
trolled by redoing the Lander-Green algorithm separately
for each bootstrap sample.
2. Using all sibling pairs in the bootstrap sample, obtain the
unconstrained as outlined above.pˆ
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for B replicates, where B is the number
of bootstrap replications.
4. Calculate the variance, using the bootstrap formula (eq. [1]).
Note that the bootstrap procedure can be performed on either
ASPs or discordant sibling pairs (DSP) from the same bootstrap
samples. Speciﬁcally, if *b denotes the estimate of (for eitherˆ ˆp p
ASPs or DSPs) from the bth bootstrap replicate, the bootstrap
variance estimate is
∗bB ∗b ∗• 2 ˆ p
ˆ ˆ(p p )2 ∗•
ˆ ˆj p ,p p . (1)B (B 1) Bbp1
Further, the covariance between the for ASPs and that forpˆ
DSPs can be obtained from the sample covariance from the
bootstrap samples, as an extension of equation (1).
The advantage of the ML-CD formula is that it is easy to
calculate. However, the complete-data formula makes strong
assumptions about the estimation procedure. It assumes (1)
that IBD is observed directly (i.e., that there is no missing
information) and (2) that pairs are independent. In the context
of missing parental information, as well as multipoint strate-
gies of estimating IBD at chromosomal positions between ge-
notyped markers, these assumptions may result in an under-
estimation of the variance. In addition, since some families in
linkage studies have more than one sibling pair, the assump-
tion of independence is not valid unless information is dis-
carded. An alternative to the complete-data approach is ML-
ID. An advantage of ML-ID over ML-CD is that ML-ID does
not assume that IBD is observed directly and, thus, allows for
the uncertainty in the estimation procedure. Nonetheless, ML
estimation of the allele sharing, as currently implemented in
standard packages, is based on a likelihood that assumes in-
dependent pairs. Thus, ML-ID is subject to some of the same
issues as those found with the ML-CD formula. In contrast,
use of the bootstrap circumvents both the assumptions of no
missing data and of independent pairs. Finally, we note that
neither ML variance formula is appropriate if the triangle con-
straints are used, but the bootstrap approach easily adapts to
this setting by constraining the estimates in each bootstrap
sample.
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Table 1










NIMH BP wave 113 95 525 95 20
NIMH BP wave 314 220 982 255 213
NIMH BP wave 4 274 1,053 338 193
NIMH AD15 437 1,439 151 255
a All data sets were obtained through the NIMH Human Ge-
netics Initiative Web site, and all were of mixed ethnicity.
Application
Here, we characterize and demonstrate the application
of the bootstrap variance, using the three waves of the
National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) Bipolar
Disorder (BP) Human Genetics Initiative linkage analy-
sis data sets. We also show the application to the NIMH
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) Human Genetics Initiative
linkage samples. All data sets are available via theNIMH
Human Genetics Initiative Web site. Applications pre-
sented here include effect-size estimates and CIs for ,pˆ
a traditional meta-analytic approach, and an explora-
tory assessment of the difference between ASPs andpˆ
DSPs.
NIMH BP Data Sets
Details relevant to ascertainment, assessment, diag-
nosis, genotyping, and linkage ﬁndings from each of the
NIMH BP Human Genetics Initiative samples can be
found in each primary reference,13,14 respectively (see
also the NIMH Human Genetics Initiative Web site).
For the purposes of this analysis, we chose to focus on
sibling pairs diagnosed using the DSM-IIIR (wave 1) or
the DSM-IV (waves 3 and 4) criteria of bipolar disorder
I (BPI). Siblings who have diagnoses of other affective
disorders (i.e., bipolar disorder II or recurrent unipolar
depression) were coded as “unknown” for both ASP
and DSP analysis. Therefore, we deﬁne ASPs as sibling
pairs in which both siblings have a BPI diagnosis, and
we deﬁne DSPs as sibling pairs in which one sibling has
a BPI diagnosis and the other sibling has no known
affective disorder diagnosis. The numbers of ASPs and
DSPs are provided in table 1. The number of ASPs varies
across data sets, and wave 4 has the largest number of
ASPs (338). Similarly, the number of DSPs ranges from
213 in wave 3 to 20 in wave 1. Collection of blood and
family history information for the NIMH BP data sets
was done with informed consent and was approved by
the institutional review boards.
NIMH AD Data Set
Details relevant to ascertainment, assessment, diag-
nosis, genotyping, and linkage ﬁndings from the NIMH
AD Human Genetics Initiative sample can be found in
the primary reference.15 The total sample for the present
analyses comprises 1,439 individuals from 437 families,
including 994 affected individuals, 411 unaffected, and
34 with phenotype unknown. We deﬁne ASPs as sibling
pairs in which both siblings have a diagnosis of AD (age
at onset between 50 and 70 years). We deﬁne DSPs as
sibling pairs in which one sibling has AD (age at onset
between 50 and 70 years) and the other sibling has no
known psychiatric diagnosis. All other diagnoses (and
ages at onset) are coded as “unknown.” The number of
ASPs in this sample is 151, and the number of DSPs is
255 (table 1). Collection of blood and family history
information for the NIMH AD data set was done with
informed consent and was approved by the institutional
review boards.
SE Estimates of IBDm
We compare the bootstrap approach with the ML-ID
and ML-CD approaches, using both independent ASP
samples and full ASP samples of the NIMH BP wave 3
data as well as the NIMH AD data set. We used the
linkage region on chromosome 6 reported elsewhere for
the NIMH BP wave 3 data14 and the established linkage
region on chromosome 19 (apolipoprotein-E [APOE]
gene region) for the NIMH AD data set.15 Each data set
is broken down in two different ways. First, one ran-
domly selected ASP is used per family. Second, the entire
sample of available ASPs is used. The SE is then cal-
culated for each data subset.
Traditional Meta-Analysis and Heterogeneity
Assessment
Following a traditional meta-analytic approach, we
used estimates of sharing and the proposed bootstrappˆ
variance to quantify heterogeneity among the three
NIMH BP data sets at particular regions along the ge-
nome. Using the unconstrained estimates of sharing zero,
one, or two alleles IBD (p0, p1, and p2) for ASPs, we
calculated the separately for each study. Note thatpˆ
using the unconstrained probabilities means that the es-
timated for a study can be !0.5, whereas using thepˆ
constraints forces it to be at least 0.5. To derive the
variance of the , we used the proposed bootstrap pro-pˆ
cedure. The Q-statistic was used to provide a formal test
of heterogeneity.16 Then, continuing along the tradi-
tional meta-analytic path, we pooled the study-speciﬁc
estimates of , using a random-effects model16 that al-pˆ
lows for the incorporation of between-study heteroge-
neity and, therefore, provides a more realistic summary
measure of IBDm ( ), as well as more accurate CIs. Gumˆ
et al.11 provides a detailed description of this general
approach in the context of ASP linkage samples. Further,
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Figure 1 The SE of as a function of the number of boot-pˆ
strapped replicates, for the NIMH BP wave 3 data set on chromosome
6, at ∼120 cM.
Table 2







ASPs pˆ jˆMLCD jˆMLID
cjˆB
BP one 6 110 182 182 .5929 .02530 .02965 .02915
BP full 6 110 182 255 .5980 .02062 .02419 .02429
AD one 19 60 89 89 .7030 .03696 .04393 .04483
AD full 19 60 89 151 .6775 .02735 .03353 .03661
a BPp NIMH BP wave 3; ADp NIMH AD sample. Onep one randomly selected ASP per family;
full p all ASPs.
b For the NIMH BP wave 3 data set, only families with at least one sibling pair with BPI are included.
For the NIMH AD data set, only families with at least one sibling pair with AD onset between 50
and 70 years of age are included.
c Bootstrap based on 5,000 replicates.
we provide more information on this approach in ap-
pendix B (online only).
IBDm Difference Between ASPs and DSPs
There is mounting evidence that unselected sibling
pairs tend to share more than half of their alleles IBD.17
This introduces potential biases for linkage studies that
employ ASP methodology, since they assume uniform
across the genome, under the null hypothesis.pˆ p 0.5
One strategy to assess whether this potential bias exists
is to estimate IBD and its variance with the use of DSPs
at a suspected region of linkage. If DSPs tend to share
alleles IBD at or near the expectation under the null
hypothesis of no linkage ( ), then it follows thatpˆp 0.5
excess allele sharing detected in the ASPs is related to
affection status rather than to distorted transmissions.
To explore the difference between ASPs and DSPs, with
respect to , we used the NIMH AD data set to quali-pˆ
tatively compare the allele sharing between ASP andDSP
near the region that harbors the APOE gene on chro-
mosome 19q, as well as the region on chromosome 12
that harbors the alpha-2-macroglobulin gene (A2M).
The APOE region is an established linkage region to
AD. The A2M gene has been reported to be strongly
associated with AD in this sample.18 Further, the A2M
region on chromosome 12 has shown modest linkage to
AD in other AD data sets; however, no strong linkage
evidence has been established in theNIMHAD sample.15
Results
SE Estimates of IBDm
Figure 1 is a plot of the SE as a function of the number
of bootstrapped replicates ( ) among all ASPsBp 50,000
in the NIMH BP wave 3 data on chromosome 6, at ∼120
cM. This region of chromosome 6 in the NIMHBPwave
3 sample has been implicated elsewhere as being linked
to BP.14 As can be seen in the plot, estimates of SE sta-
bilize at or near 5,000 replicates. On the basis of the
results of this plot, we adopted the replicateBp 5,000
strategy for all variance calculations via the bootstrap.
Table 2 displays the SEs of , as calculated using thepˆ
ML-CD, ML-ID, and bootstrap strategies for both the
NIMH BP wave 3 data (chromosome 6, 110 cM) and
the NIMH AD data set (chromosome 19, 60 cM). The
s are essentially the same for both the independent andpˆ
nonindependent ASP subsets, in both the BP and AD
data. This is in line with the expectation that the presence
of nonindependence has little impact on an effect-size
estimate such as . The SE for the independent ASPpˆ
sample was higher than that for the full ASP sample,
which is likely a reﬂection of the smaller sample size
attributable to the independent ASP subset. TheML-CD
approach generates substantially smaller SEs for both
the independent ASP samples and the full samples, which
is consistent with the fact that the ML-CD approach
assumes complete information. In contrast, there is little
difference between the bootstrap and the ML-ID vari-
ance estimates, either for the independent ASP samples
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Table 3
Test for Heterogeneity among
NIMH BP Data Sets on
Chromosome 6
Position
(cM) a2ˆD Q P Value
100 0 2.2 .54
105 .0025 8.4 .01
110 .0024 7.1 .02
115 0 2.9 .40
120 0 2.7 .45
125 0 2.6 .43
130 0 2.8 .45
135 0 2.5 .33
140 0 3.2 .21
a Between-study variance.
Figure 2 Random effects summary IBDm ( ) and 95% CIsmˆ
across chromosome 6, for the three waves of the NIMH BP data.
or for the full samples.When the independent ASP subset
is used, the ML-ID is close to that of the bootstrap var-
iance, since the assumption of independence is valid for
this particular sample. We also bootstrapped the raw
data to generate new pairwise IBD estimates, using the
smallest data set (NIMH wave 1), and found the results
to be the same (data not shown).
Traditional Meta-Analysis Application
The results of the more traditional meta-analytic strat-
egy of combining IBDm estimates across data sets, while
allowing for possible between-study heterogeneity, sup-
port the previous reports of linkage to BP in this region.14
In the chromosomal regions that were reported to gen-
erate the linkage signals, there was little evidence of het-
erogeneity among data sets, as tested via the Q-statistic
(table 3). However, modest evidence of heterogeneity is
found in the 105–110-cM region, with P values of .01
and .02. The summary IBDm estimates ( ) for chromo-mˆ
some 6 are shown in ﬁgure 2. The error bars reﬂect the
95% CIs, and regions where the CIs cross the null
( ) provide no evidence overall of excess allelemˆp 0.50
sharing among ASPs. Regions where the lower bound
of the 95% CI is 10.50 provide evidence for excess allele
sharing in the combined sample. In the 120–125-cM re-
gion, the 95% CIs do not include 0.50, and, thus, evi-
dence for excess allele sharing exists at those regions.
Note that these CIs are not adjusted for genomewide
comparisons.
With regard to the plot in ﬁgure 2, we identiﬁed themˆ
location that displayed the most signiﬁcant allele sharing
for chromosome 6 and provided a forest plot of the pˆ
and 95% CIs for each of the component data sets, as
well as the estimate and 95% CI (ﬁg. 3). We selectedmˆ
the 120-cM position for chromosome 6. The effect es-
timates and 95% CIs for each of the three NIMH BP
data sets are shown in ﬁgure 3. The only data set that
shows statistically signiﬁcant allele sharing (CIs that do
not include 0.50) at this position is wave 3 ( ,pˆp 0.56
95% CI 0.51–0.61). As expected, the variance of var-pˆ
ied as a function of sample size, with the smallest var-
iance corresponding to the largest data set (wave 4) and
the largest variance corresponding to the smallest data
set (wave 1). As seen in ﬁgure 3, the combined estimate
of , which is the random effects summary estimate us-pˆ
ing each component data set IBDm estimate and var-pˆ
iance, suggests an excess in allele sharing at the chro-
mosomal position for the studies combined. As noted
above, we were not able to detect signiﬁcant heteroge-
neity among the three waves of BP data at this chro-
mosomal position (table 3). We note that the results
presented here have been replicated in a larger data set
of 11 studies.19
DSP Analysis Application
Figure 4 is a graphical representation of the DSP anal-
ysis, overlaid with the results from the ASP analysis for
the NIMH AD data. Here, we have focused on a broad
region of proposed linkage (40–80 cM) on chromosome
19 containing the APOE gene, and we plot the andpˆ
SE from both the ASP and DSP analyses. As is evident
in ﬁgure 4, the across this region in the ASPs showspˆ
excess sharing, whereas the DSPs show allele sharing
below the null expectation (0.50). If the linkage signal
from this region were a result of distorted transmission
unrelated to affection status (i.e., AD), then we would
expect to see similar ASP and DSP results. As is evident
in ﬁgure 4, this is not the case, and, therefore, we conﬁrm
that the excess allele sharing in this region is largely
attributable to affection status as expected, given that
APOE resides there.
Figure 5 shows chromosome 12 for the DSP analysis
only. On this chromosome, we see the DSPs display ex-
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Figure 3 The and 95% CIs for the NIMH BP componentpˆ
data sets, as well as the random effects on chromosome 6, at ∼120mˆ
cM.
Figure 4 The and SEs in the established AD linkage regionpˆ
on chromosome 19, for ASP (solid line) and DSP (dotted line) analysis
from the NIMH AD data set.
cess allele sharing in the 100–125-cM region. In fact,
the majority of the estimated allele sharing across chro-
mosome 12 for DSPs is above the null. This is not the
case with the ASP analysis (data not shown), since there
was no evidence of excess sharing anywhere on chro-
mosome 12. Reasons for excess sharing among DSPs
include transmission distortion, as well as genotyping or
data-coding errors. The peak excess sharing amongDSPs
occurred at 95–130 cM, which does not include the ap-
proximate location of the A2M gene (20–25 cM) that
was found to be associated with AD.18 However, the
same was true for ASPs, since no excess sharing was
observed at this location (data not shown).
Discussion
Here, we present the application of and a valid var-pˆ
iance estimate of , using sibling pairs from the NIMHpˆ
Human Genetics Initiative linkage samples. The pro-
posed bootstrap procedure provides a realistic estimate
of the variance, since the assumptions of missingness and
nonindependence are accounted for. The proposed var-
iance estimate may be applied to a variety of situations
to explore the data in more detail, as well as to assess
heterogeneity and to synthesize data over several data
sets. We have chosen to implement the bootstrap in the
setting where we do not use the triangle constraints and
where each pair of siblings is weighted equally, regardless
of the number of siblings in a family. However, the ap-
proach extends easily to accommodate the use of con-
straints as well as the use of weights, depending on fam-
ily size.
A conceptually intuitive approach to data analysis in-
volves effect estimates and CIs, as opposed to summary
statistics and/or P values exclusively. Toward that end,
we demonstrated the ability to construct 95% CIs of
for each of the three data sets included in this analysis.pˆ
Not only do measures give the direction and relativepˆ
strength of allele sharing in the data, but the 95% CIs
are also an accurate reﬂection of the true variation
within each data set. Thus, collectively, this strategy can
give investigators a sense of what is contributing to the
linkage signals from nonparametric methodology.
Using a more traditional meta-analytic approach to
synthesize data, we also showed how and the variancepˆ
of from different data sets could be combined to gen-pˆ
erate a summary IBDm measure ( ). This strategy usingmˆ
ASP linkage samples has been proposed elsewhere,11 and
we build upon this strategy to include unconstrained
estimates of as well as the more realistic bootstrappˆ
variance. One of the more useful aspects of this approach
is the ability to test for heterogeneity across studies. This
is particularly important in the context of large-scale
meta-analyses of original, raw linkage sample data. Of-
ten, it is unclear whether ignoring between-study het-
erogeneity is appropriate when pooling data. Using the
traditional meta-analytic approach presents the oppor-
tunity for estimating the between-study heterogeneity
and, therefore, offers an indication of whether pooling
independent data sets is appropriate. Furthermore, it
opens the door for exploring the source of the hetero-
geneity among the data sets. In addition, through the
random effects model, it is possible to present a summary
IBDm and CIs that incorporate both the within- and be-
tween-study heterogeneity.
Performing a linkage analysis on ASPs exclusively is
analogous to performing a case-control study without
controls.17 The assumption underlying ASP methods of
analysis is that, in regions of no linkage, siblings will
share, on average, about half of their alleles IBD. There
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Figure 5 The and SEs across chromosome 12, including thepˆ
region that harbors the A2M gene, for the DSP analysis from the
NIMH AD data set.
is now growing evidence that this assumption may not
hold in all situations, even in apparently outbred popu-
lations.20,21 Estimating and the bootstrap variancepˆ
among DSPs allows one to test this assumption directly
in and around regions of suspected linkage. Observation
of null or even less-than-expected allele sharing in the
DSPs within a region of suspected linkage provides evi-
dence in favor of the linkage signal resulting from af-
fection status and not from distorted transmission.
The proposed strategy is not without limitations. It
requires access to the output of the Lander-Green al-
gorithm, which limits its use in the context of meta-
analysis, since other strategies may be able to use pub-
lished results if estimates of sharing zero, one, and two
alleles IBD are available. Furthermore, often there are
not enough DSPs for analysis, since expensive linkage
study designs typically maximize the number of affected
relative pairs in the interest of optimizing the sample size
for nonparametric strategies. To make the method com-
putationally feasible even with large samples, we also
proposed bypassing the Lander-Green algorithm for
each bootstrap sample, which means that a small down-
ward bias may be introduced in the SEs if the sample is
used to estimate founder allele frequencies. This bias is
generally ignored in all linkage studies, and redoing the
Lander-Green algorithm for every bootstrap sample
made no difference with the data sets used in this
application.
To summarize, we propose a bootstrap procedure to
estimate the variance of that provides an accurate re-pˆ
ﬂection of the variation in an ASP linkage data set. Ap-
plication of this procedure affords a more reﬁned and
often more intuitive view of the data and can be used
to synthesize data, as well as to aid in the identiﬁcation
of heterogeneity among independent data sets.
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